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Purpose: The success of any surveillance program depends not solely on
its technological aspects but also on the commitment of participants to
adhere to follow-up investigations, which is influenced by the psycholog-
ical impact of surveillance. This study investigates the psychological im-
pact of participating in a pancreatic cancer surveillance program.Methods:
High-risk individuals participating in an endoscopic ultrasonography-mag-
netic resonance imaging-based pancreatic cancer surveillance program
received a questionnaire assessing experiences with endoscopic ultrasono-
graphy and magnetic resonance imaging, reasons to participate, psycho-
logical distress, and benefits and barriers of surveillance. High-risk
individuals were individuals with a strong family history of pancreatic
cancer or carriers of pancreatic cancer-prone gene mutations. Results:
Sixty-nine participants (85%) completed the questionnaire. Surveil-
lance was reported as “very to extremely uncomfortable” by 15% for
magnetic resonance imaging and 14% for endoscopic ultrasonogra-
phy. Most reported reason to participate was that pancreatic cancer
might be detected in a curable stage. Abnormalities were detected in
27 respondents, resulting in surgical resection in one individual and
a shorter follow-up interval in five individuals. Surveillance out-
comes did not influence cancer worries. Overall, 29% was “often” or
“almost always” concerned about developing cancer. Six respon-
dents (9%) had clinical levels of depression and/or anxiety. Accord-
ing to 88% of respondents, advantages of surveillance outweighed
disadvantages. Conclusions: Although endoscopic ultrasonography
is more invasive than magnetic resonance imaging, endoscopic ul-
trasonography was not perceived as more burdensome. Despite one
third of respondents worrying frequently about cancer, this was not
related to the surveillance outcomes. Anxiety and depression levels
were comparable with the general population norms. Advantages of
participation outweighed disadvantages according to the majority of
respondents. From a psychological point of view, pancreatic cancer

surveillance in high-risk individuals is feasible and justified. Genet
Med 2011:13(12):1015–1024.
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With a median survival of less than 6 months and a 5-year
survival of �5%, pancreatic cancer (PC) is one of the

most fatal of human malignancies.1,2 The poor prognosis is
mainly due to the late onset of symptoms and the aggressiveness
of this tumor type, such that the majority of patients presents
with incurable disease. A way to improve the prognosis of this
disease would be to diagnose precursor lesions or a malignancy
at an early asymptomatic stage when resection offers the best
chance for cure. PC surveillance of the general population is not
feasible because of the relatively low incidence of PC (10/
100,000 in the Western World)3,4 and the lack of a noninvasive,
reliable, and cheap surveillance tool. However, surveillance
might be worthwhile when offered to subpopulations of indi-
viduals who are at high risk of developing PC.

Currently, several groups of individuals at high risk of devel-
oping PC have been identified. These include (1) mutation carriers
of PC-prone hereditary syndromes (syndromic PC) and (2) indi-
viduals with a strong family history of PC but without a known
underlying genetic defect (familial PC [FPC]).5 The lifetime risk of
developing PC in these inherited and familial syndromes is
strongly increased compared with the general population. This
lifetime risk is estimated to be �10% in mutation carriers of
BRCA1, BRCA2, mismatch repair genes, and TP53 from families
affected by at least two PC cases, up to 17% for CDKN2A mutation
carriers, up to 36% for patients with the Peutz Jeghers syndrome,
and can exceed 40% in FPC family members with three affected
first-degree relatives (FDR).6

Some studies have already provided information about the
effectiveness of surveillance.7–12 In these studies, the effective-
ness of different surveillance techniques, such as computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and endo-
scopic ultrasonography (EUS), were investigated. Preliminary
results of these studies are promising, although it is still unclear
whether surveillance will actually improve survival. When as-
sessing the success of a surveillance program, it is important not
only to focus on technological aspects such as test performance
but also to focus on the psychological aspects related to sur-
veillance.13 For example, a surveillance tool might be techno-
logically successful in detecting cancer in a curable stage.
However, if individuals do not participate in the surveillance
program because the psychological burden of surveillance is too
high, a surveillance program will ultimately not be successful.
To date, knowledge about the psychological aspects of PC surveil-
lance is limited. Thus far, only three articles have been published
that address the psychological aspects of PC surveillance.14–16

These studies provide relevant information on patient views re-
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garding the value of genetic counseling for FPC in the absence of
predictive genetic testing,16 psychological well-being of high-risk
individuals participating in PC surveillance,15 and intentions of
high-risk individuals to participate in PC surveillance.14 Knowl-
edge is limited about the specific experiences of high-risk individ-
uals with PC surveillance, their perceived burden, and expectations
of such a surveillance program.

These are important topics that should to be taken into
account when studying the feasibility of a PC surveillance
program from a psychological point of view.17 Therefore, this
study was undertaken to investigate the psychological impact of
an EUS-MRI-based PC surveillance among high-risk individu-
als and to evaluate whether PC surveillance is psychologically
feasible. Specific aims of this study were to (1) investigate
participants’ experienced burden of a PC surveillance program,
(2) investigate their motivations to participate in such a pro-
gram, (3) investigate general levels of distress and, and (4)
identify factors associated with anxiety experienced during an
EUS-MRI-based surveillance program.

METHODS

Sample
Eligible for this psychological questionnaire study were all

participants of a Dutch PC surveillance study. This is a multi-
center prospective study investigating the effectiveness of PC
surveillance in high-risk individuals. High-risk individuals were
defined as (1) FDR of patients with FPC and (2) carriers of a
PC-prone gene mutation. FPC kindreds are defined as families
with (1) at least two FDR with PC, (2) at least three relatives
with PC (FDR or second-degree relative [SDR]), or (3) at least
two SDR relatives with PC of which one was �50 years at time
of diagnosis. PC-prone gene mutations include CDKN2A (fa-
milial atypical multiple mole melanoma syndrome), LKB1
(Peutz Jeghers syndrome), BRCA1 (hereditary breast and ovar-
ian cancer syndrome), BRCA2 (hereditary breast and ovarian
cancer syndrome), mismatch repair genes (Lynch syndrome),
and TP53 (Li-Fraumeni syndrome). Carriers of a BRCA1/2
mutation, mismatch repair gene, or TP53 mutation are only
eligible when at least two family members are affected by PC.
The minimal age for inclusion is 45 years or at least 10 years
younger than the age of the youngest relative with PC. Patients
with Peutz Jeghers syndrome have to be at least aged 30 years.
Before inclusion, all high-risk individuals were extensively
evaluated by a clinical geneticist. This evaluation included (1)
obtaining a detailed personal and family medical history, (2)
verification of clinical diagnoses reported by patients and family
members, by review of medical and pathologic records, and by
revision of histological slides whenever available, and (3) based
on the medical information, genetic testing for the suspected
gene mutation(s). Clinical geneticists informed all high-risk
individuals that EUS and MRI surveillance was offered as part
of a research protocol and that the effectiveness of PC surveil-
lance has not been proven yet. In this counseling, the possibility
of false-positive and false-negative outcomes of the PC screen-
ing was also explained, as well as a possible cancer diagnosis,
or findings of undetermined significance.

Procedure of PC surveillance study
Enrolment in the PC surveillance study started in October

2006 and is currently ongoing in four Dutch medical centers
(Erasmus MC-University Medical Center in Rotterdam, Univer-
sity Medical Center Groningen, Academic Medical Center in
Amsterdam and The Netherlands Cancer Institute-Antoni van

Leeuwenhoek Hospital in Amsterdam). Surveillance entails
EUS and MRI. Both tests are scheduled on different days, at
maximum 2 weeks apart. EUS is performed under conscious
sedation (midozalam/fentanyl). Individuals without pancreatic
abnormalities and individuals with a small cystic lesion without
malignant features are scheduled for annual follow-up. When-
ever EUS and/or MRI detect an abnormality, management is
based on consensus agreement of an expert panel (experienced
endosonographers, surgeons, and radiologists). This manage-
ment strategy can either be (1) surgical resection in case of a
highly suspicious lesion (solid lesion, main duct intraductal
papillary mucinous neoplasm [IPMN], or branch type IPMN �
30 mm and/or with malignant features) or (2) shortening of the
follow-up interval to 3 months.

Psychological questionnaire study
Since October 2008, a questionnaire study was added to this

PC surveillance study. The institutional review boards of the
participating hospitals approved the psychosocial questionnaire
study. All participants of the PC surveillance study received a
letter of invitation by their gastroenterologist and a question-
naire 4 weeks after receiving their surveillance results. Those
who did not respond to the initial letter of invitation were sent
a reminder letter and a copy of the questionnaire approximately
2 weeks later.

Measurements
Sociodemographic and clinical data. Data were obtained by
medical records and our questionnaire on age, sex, marital
status, offspring, level of education, personal cancer history,
family cancer history, genetic background, surveillance results,
and surveillance follow-up policy.

Family history of PC. Participants were asked whether and, if
so, how many FDR (i.e., parents, siblings, or children) and SDR
(i.e., uncles, aunts, grandparents, nieces, and nephews) ever had
cancer. Parallel questions were posed regarding the death of a
FDR and/or SDR due to cancer (i.e., At what age did a close
relative die of (pancreatic) cancer?).

Participants’ view on surveillance

Motivations to undergo PC surveillance. Participants were
asked to select from a checklist their motive(s) for undergoing PC
surveillance. Space was also provided for additional reasons not
listed in the checklist.18

Attitudes toward, and experiences with, participation in
PC surveillance. A 16-item questionnaire comprising four
subscales was used, assessing communication (with the physi-
cian), reassurance, nervous anticipation, and specific perceived
disadvantages.19 Furthermore, specific questions about experi-
ences with each of the surveillance interventions (EUS and
MRI) were developed by our group, for example: “How did you
experience undergoing a MRI? Was this experience: not un-
comfortable, slightly uncomfortable, very uncomfortable or ex-
tremely uncomfortable.”

Benefits and barriers. The perceived benefits and barriers to
PC surveillance were assessed with six questions adapted from
previous work.20,21

Perceived risk. Respondents were asked to report their per-
ceived risk of developing cancer (again) compared with that of
an average person in the Dutch population of their age (item
adapted from Lerman et al.22). Response categories ranged from
“lower” to “much higher.” Furthermore, participants were asked
on a scale from 0 to 100 what they thought their chance was of
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developing PC with and without undergoing yearly PC surveil-
lance.

Psychological distress

Cancer-related worries. Cancer-related worries were assessed
with the eight-item Cancer Worry Scale.23–25 Scores range from 8
to 32, with higher scores indicating more frequent worries about
cancer. Internal consistency in this study was indicated by a Cron-
bach’s alpha of 0.84, which is considered high.

Anxiety and depression. Anxiety and depression levels were
measured with the 14-item Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale (HADS).26–28 Generalized anxiety (HADS-A) and de-
pression (HADS-D) were measured with two seven-item sub-
scales. Response options range from 0 (not at all) to 3 (very
much), adding to a maximum score of 21 for each subscale. A
score of �11 on a subscale reflects a high level of anxiety or
depression and is considered a clinically significant disorder. A
score between 8 and 10 is defined as a “moderate level of
distress,” suggesting a mild disorder. Cronbach’s alpha in this
study was 0.82 for the Anxiety Subscale and 0.80 for the
Depression Subscale.

Data analyses
Descriptive statistics was generated to describe the study

sample in terms of sociodemographic and clinical background
characteristics, to report on the experiences with the surveil-
lance interventions, and to document the prevalence of psycho-
logical distress.

Depending on the level of measurement, �2 test or Student’s
t test was used to identify sociodemographic (i.e., age, gender,
education, marital status, and offspring), clinical (i.e., history of
cancer and surveillance result), or psychological (i.e., risk per-
ception and experiences with MRI and EUS) variables signifi-
cantly associated with anxiety at the univariate level, using “a
low level of anxiety” (scores between 0 and 7 on the anxiety
scale of the HADS) and “moderate to high levels of anxiety”
(scores �8) as dependent variable. All analyses were conducted
using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (version
17.0; SPSS Institute, Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

Response
Of the 81 eligible individuals, 69 (85%) returned a completed

questionnaire. None of the nonrespondents had had cancer,
whereas 20 (29%) of the respondents had been treated for
cancer (P � 0.03). No statistically significant differences were
found between the respondents and nonrespondents with respect
to any other sociodemographic (age and gender) and clinical
(genetic background, personal cancer history, surveillance tech-
nique undergone, baseline or follow-up surveillance, surveil-
lance results, and type of abnormality found) variables. The 69
respondents stemmed from 50 families.

Characteristics of the study sample
As listed in Table 1, the mean age of the sample was 52 years

(range� 20–71 years). Men and women were equally represented.
Thirty-eight respondents (55%) carried a proven PC-prone gene
mutation. Twenty respondents (29%) had been treated for any type
of cancer (Table 1). The mean number of relatives with cancer
(including FDR, SDR, and third-degree relatives) was 6.8 (range�
0–22, SD 3.6). The mean number of relatives with PC was 1.9
(range � 0–5, SD 1.10).

Nearly all respondents (96%) had undergone both EUS and
MRI surveillance investigations. Three individuals (4%) did not
undergoMRI, two because of claustrophobia, and in one, MRI was
contraindicated (because of a metallic expander in the breast).
Twenty-eight respondents (41%) completed the questionnaire after
they had undergone their first-time (baseline) surveillance; all
others had already undergone at least one surveillance investigation
before. Thus far, there are no dropouts in the surveillance program.
In 27 respondents (39%), EUS and/or MRI detected an abnormal-
ity. The most frequent detected abnormalities were cystic lesions.
In 20 individuals, a total of 35 cystic lesions were detected by EUS
and/or MRI. The median size of the cystic lesions was 5.5 mm
(SD: 3.6, range: 2–18 mm). None of the cysts showed malignant
features. In one individual, a solid lesion was detected, which was
morphological suspicious for a malignancy and, therefore, surgi-
cally resected. Pathologic examination did not reveal a malig-
nancy, but premalignant lesions (PanIN-2 and an incipient IPMN)
were detected. Five individuals were rescheduled for interval investi-
gations after 3 months, four because of the detection of a lesion of
undetermined significance and one because of the suspicion of a newly
developed cyst found during follow-up investigations.

Motivations to participate
As listed in Table 2, all respondents reported that a reason to

participate in the PC surveillance program was that surveillance
might lead to early detection of PC in a stage when it is still
curable. Contributing to scientific research was the second most
frequently reported motivation.When asked for their opinion about
the effectiveness of PC surveillance, 43 respondents (62%) re-
ported that a tumor in the pancreas can “certainly” be detected by
EUS and MRI, and 25 (36%) reported that a tumor in the pancreas
can “probably” be detected by EUS and MRI (not in the table).

Experiences with EUS and MRI
Seventeen respondents (25%) had experienced the EUS and/or

the MRI investigation as very to extremely uncomfortable. Of
these respondents, three experienced both EUS and MRI as very to
extremely uncomfortable. Seven respondents (10%) experienced
only EUS as very to extremely uncomfortable, mostly because the
sedation was experienced as inadequate or related to postsedation
effects as prolonged drowsiness. Seven other respondents (11%)
reported MRI to be very or extremely uncomfortable, predomi-
nantly because of claustrophobia. There was no statistically signif-
icant difference in the frequency that respondents were dreading
one of the two procedures. In Table 3, detailed information on
experiences and attitudes toward PC surveillance is presented. One
fifth of the respondents reported to be nervous before a follow-up
visit and to dread the follow-up visits. However, only five respon-
dents (7%) preferred follow-up visits less frequently. With respect
to the general disadvantages, only 10 (14%) of the respondents
experienced the investigations as burdensome and 12 (17%) re-
ported that the follow-up visits reminded them of PC while they
would rather think less often about it. Approximately 70% of the
respondents reported that the surveillance investigations gave them
a sense of security and that they would worry more about the
disease if there were no follow-up visits. Approximately 90% said
that perceived advantages of follow-up outweighed perceived dis-
advantages.

PC risk perception
Forty respondents (58%) perceived their risk of developing

PC as moderately to extremely elevated compared with the
general population. Thirty-seven respondents (54%) reported a
lower personal risk percentage if participating in surveillance
compared with not participating in surveillance, whereas 30
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Table 1 Characteristics of the respondents (n � 69) and the nonrespondents (n � 12)

Respondents (N � 69) Nonrespondents (N � 12)

PMean (range) SD Mean (range) SD

Age (yr) 52 (20–71) 9.6 49 (34–63) 8.0 0.26

N Percentage N Percentage

Gender

Male 32 46 6 50 0.82

Female 37 54 6 50

Level of education

Primary school 3 4 — — —

High school 39 56

College or university 27 39

Marital status

Married/partner 58 84 — — —

Single/divorced 11 16

Genetic background individuals

Familial pancreatic cancer 31 45 6 50 0.75

Hereditary tumor syndromes 38 55 6 50

Hereditary tumor syndromes—individuals

CDKN2A/CDK4 21 30 1 8 —

STK11 4 6 0 0

BRCA1 1 1 3 25

BRCA2 10 15 2 17

p53 2 3 0 0

Personal cancer history

No 49 71 12 100 0.03

Yes 20 29 0 0

Cancer types N � 20 N � 0

Breast cancer 4 20 — —

Ovarian cancer 0 0

Cervical cancer 1 5

Melanomaa 13 65 —

Other skin cancers 6 30

Colon cancer 0 0

Lung cancer 0 0

Genetic background families N � 50 N � 10 —

Familial pancreatic cancer families 22 44 5 50

Hereditary tumor syndrome families 28 56 5 50

(Continued)
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respondents (43%) reported the same personal risk to develop
PC with or without surveillance.

Psychological distress

Cancer worries
Respondents worried most about the possibility of getting

cancer (n � 20, 29%), and 17 individuals (25%) worried
about the chance of family members developing cancer

(Table 4). There was no correlation between PC surveillance
results and cancer worries. Even those individuals in whom
the positive PC surveillance results led to a change of man-
agement (n � 1 surgical resection, n � 5 shortening of
follow-up interval) did not experience more concerns about
cancer. In the majority of respondents (99%), cancer worries
did not affect their mood and did not interfere with their daily
activities.

Table 1 Continued

Respondents (N � 69) Nonrespondents (N � 12)

PMean (range) SD Mean (range) SD

Hereditary tumor syndromes—families N � 28 N � 5

CDKN2A/CDK4 16 32 1 20

STK11 4 8 0 0

BRCA1 2 4 2 40

BRCA2 5 10 2 40

p53 1 2 0 0

No. relatives with cancer

Total (1st, 2nd, and 3rd degree) 6.8 (0–22) 3.6 — — —

1st degree 2.6 (0–7) 1.5

No. relatives with pancreatic cancer

Total (1st, 2nd, and 3rd degree) 1.9 (0–5) 1.10 — — —

1st degree 1.2 (0–3) 1.0

N % N %

Surveillance technique undergone

EUS and MRI 66 96 12 100 0.46

EUS only 3 4 0 0

MRI only 0 0 0 0

Baseline or follow-up PC surveillance

Baseline (first surveillance) 28 41 5 42 0.99

Follow-up (underwent surveillance
before)

41 59 7 58

Results PC surveillance

No abnormality 42 61 8 67 0.58

Abnormality 3 no consequence 21 30 2 17

Abnormality 3 interval EUS 5 7 2 17

Abnormality 3 surgical resection 1 1 0 0

Type of abnormality found in
surveillance

Cystic lesion 20 74 2 50 0.40

Solid lesion 1 4 0 0

Lesion of undetermined significance 4 15 2 50

�3 of 9 chronic pancreatitis features 2 7 0 0
aThree individuals had melanoma and another type of skin cancer, and one individual had melanoma and breast cancer.
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Anxiety and depression
The mean scores of the HADS subscales were 4.2 on the

anxiety scale (range: 0–14, SD � 3.7) and 3.0 on the depression
scale (range: 0–13, SD � 3.2). Scores above 10 on the HADS
subscales indicate a significant clinical level of anxiety or
depression and were represented in six respondents (9%). One
of them scored above cutoff on the depression subscale, two of
them scored above the cutoff on the anxiety subscale, and three
respondents scored above the cutoff on both the anxiety and the
depression subscales.

In Table 5, the anxiety scale of the HADS is divided into
two groups: (1) low-anxiety levels (scores 0–7) and (2)
moderate to high anxiety levels (score � 8). Fifty-eight
participants had low-anxiety levels, and 11 participants had
moderate to high anxiety levels. None of the sociodemo-
graphic (i.e., age, gender, education, marital status, and off-
spring), clinical (i.e., history of cancer, surveillance result,
and approaching the age at which a close relative died of
cancer), or psychological (i.e., risk perception and experi-
ences with MRI and EUS) variables were significantly asso-
ciated with moderate to high levels of anxiety except for
“worrying about follow-up investigations” (P � 0.04). Hav-
ing worries about the next MRI was significantly associated
with higher levels of anxiety.

Furthermore, individuals with a positive surveillance re-
sult (abnormalities found during surveillance) were not more
anxious, depressed, and did not have more worries about
developing cancer, than individuals with a negative surveil-
lance result.

DISCUSSION

For a surveillance program to be effective, it is not only
important to use sensitive screening techniques but it is also
crucial that participants adhere to the program. Adherence to a
surveillance program is influenced by one’s experiences with

the program, and therefore, insight in the psychological expe-
riences with this surveillance program is of great importance.
Insight in these experiences is particularly relevant for this
high-risk group as most individuals have experienced multi-
ple losses due to PC, contributing to a higher psychological
burden of undergoing these procedures. Second, because of
their lifelong PC risk, they should adhere to the screening on
a lifelong regimen. Because of this repetitive nature of sur-
veillance, it is of great importance that the burden of the
procedures in this high-risk group is studied in detail, allow-
ing possible adaptations in the procedure in a way that they
are well tolerated by high-risk individuals. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study to investigate the specific expe-
riences, such as the perceived burden, of high-risk individ-

Table 2 Motivations to participate in the pancreatic
cancer surveillance program (n � 69) (more than one
answer was allowed)

n Percentage

Cancer might be detected early and still
be treatable

69 100

To contribute to scientific research 53 77

Because of surveillance my fear of cancer
decreases

13 19

Gives me a sense of control over my
body

10 15

I was referred by a physician 7 10

A family member asked me to undergo
surveillance

7 10

Self-reported other reasons 8 12

Because relatives died of pancreatic
cancer

5 7

For their children 2 3

Table 3 Experiences with and attitudes toward
pancreatic cancer surveillance (n � 69)

Rather/very much

n Percentage

Communication

Can you ask about things at follow-up? 56 81

At follow-up, can you discuss with your
doctor matters that are of concern to you
or worries you?

54 78

Do people in the hospital pay attention to
what you say?

65 94

Do the physicians at follow-up in the hospital
have enough time for you?

59 86

Nervous anticipation

Are you nervous before a follow-up visit? 14 20

Do you sleep less well in the week before
follow-up?

8 11

Do you postpone plans till after the follow-up
visit?

4 6

Do you normally dread the follow-up visits? 13 19

Would you rather have follow-up visits less
frequently?

5 7

Reassurance

Do the follow-up visits convey you a sense
of security?

47 68

Are you reassured after the follow-up visit? 55 80

Do the advantages of follow-up outweigh the
disadvantages?

61 88

Would you worry more about your disease if
there was no follow-up?

50 72

General disadvantages

Would you prefer, if possible, to have follow-
up visits in a hospital closer by?

17 25

Do you think the investigations at follow-up
burdensome?

10 14

Does the follow-up remind you each time of
your disease, while you’d rather think less
often about it?

12 17
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uals with a PC surveillance program, consisting of annual
surveillance by MRI and EUS. Our results show that
EUS-MRI-based PC surveillance among individuals at high risk
for developing PC is feasible from a psychological point of view.
This is supported by the fact that the majority of respondents did
not experience surveillance by EUS (with sedation) and MRI as
psychologically too burdensome.

One of the aims of this study was to investigate the
motivation of high-risk individuals to participate in a PC
surveillance program. Although the effectiveness of PC sur-
veillance seems promising based on theoretical reasoning
and preliminary (pre) clinical data, we currently lack long-
term results that indicate that PC surveillance will actually
prevent people from dying of PC. This unproven efficacy was
extensively discussed with all potential participants before
they decided whether to participate in the surveillance study.
Nevertheless, the most frequently reported reason to partic-
ipate was that surveillance might lead to early detection of
PC at a stage when it is still curable. All respondents indi-
cated this reason as being one of their motivations to partic-
ipate. It is important to realize that because of the posttest
design of our study, these results are based on information
from individuals who had decided to participate in the PC
surveillance program. Nonparticipants may not believe in the
ability of early detection of PC. Future results of our ongoing
prospective psychological study that includes both partici-
pants and nonparticipants of the surveillance study will pro-
vide information about reasons not to participate. Prelimi-
nary results of this ongoing prospective study show that only
a small proportion (14%) of the high-risk individuals decline
participation in the PC surveillance program (unpublished
data). We, therefore, expect that our current data are not
severely biased with respect to those reporting a favorable
attitude. Furthermore, this study has a high response rate
(85%), suggesting that the results are representative for the
total group of high-risk individuals participating in the PC
surveillance program.

At present, EUS is the most promising PC surveillance
technique.7,9,29 Compared with MRI, EUS is an invasive tech-
nique, and for this reason, we hypothesized that the acceptabil-
ity of EUS would be lower compared with MRI. Remarkably,
we found that EUS and MRI were regarded as equally burden-
some. One explanation might be the routine use of conscious
sedation for EUS. Another perspective was given by Lewis et
al.,14 who stated that individuals with a family history of PC or
a personal history of cancer often prefer the more invasive
surveillance techniques.

Another aim of this study was to investigate the general
psychological distress participants might experience and the
extent to which levels of anxiety are related to participating in
the surveillance program. With respect to cancer-specific wor-
ries, Maheu et al.15 reported that pretest cancer worries re-
mained the most important predictor for cancer worries after
undergoing PC surveillance. This suggests that the frequency of
cancer worries reported in this study by high-risk individuals
after undergoing PC surveillance may have been the same
before undergoing surveillance. This is in concordance with the
finding that the surveillance result itself did not have an impact
on the level of cancer worries. Despite the fact that approxi-
mately a quarter of respondents worried about the possibility of
getting cancer themselves or worried about their relatives de-
veloping cancer, these worries did not interfere with their daily
activities, suggesting that respondents seem to cope well with
these worries.

Anxiety and depression scores at a level that does indicate a
need for professional psychosocial care were present in approx-
imately 10% of the respondents. This is comparable with the
proportion of individuals in the general Dutch population30 and
suggests that the levels of distress found in respondents are not
a result of participation in the surveillance program but may
have other causes.

In contrast to our expectations, we did not find a statistically
significant association between surveillance results and levels of
anxiety. The only factor that was significantly associated with a
higher level of anxiety was anticipating worries about undergo-
ing follow-up MRI.

In this study, respondents completed questionnaires after
receiving their surveillance results. Therefore, it is not possible
to investigate possible changes in distress levels and risk per-
ception as a result of participation in the PC surveillance pro-
gram. Future results of our ongoing prospective psychological
study, which includes both participants and nonparticipants,
will provide more information on possible causal relationships
between the surveillance program and participants’ psycholog-
ical well-being. These results in combination with results of
additional studies will hopefully shed greater light on perceived
burden of PC surveillance, the perceived distress of surveil-
lance, motivations to participate, and the emotional response to
the test results.

In summary, results of our study indicate that PC surveillance
by EUS and MRI is feasible from a psychological point of view.
Although EUS is more invasive than MRI, there is no signifi-
cant difference in the percentage of respondents who perceived
one of the surveillance methods as more burdensome. Although
almost one third of respondents worry frequently about cancer
and a minority of respondents actually have anxiety and depres-
sion levels that indicate clinically significant disorder, there was
no association with surveillance results, and the large majority
of participants expressed a positive attitude toward the PC
surveillance program.

Table 4 Cancer worries

During the past week

Often/always
worried

n Percentage

How often have you thought about your chance
of getting cancer (again)?

8 12

Have these thoughts affected your mood? 1 1

Have these thoughts interfered with your ability
to do daily activities?

1 1

How concerned are you about the possibility of
getting cancer one day?

20 29

How often do you worry about developing
cancer?

9 13

How much of a problem is this worry? 5 7

How often do you worry about the chance of
family members developing cancer?

17 25

How concerned are you about the possibility that
you will ever need surgery (again)?

7 10

Items of adapted Cancer Worry Scale (n � 69).
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Table 5 Associations of psychological and clinical data with anxiety (n � 69)

HADS anxiety: low
(N � 58), N (%)

HADS anxiety: moderate-high
(N � 11), N (%) P

Sociodemographics and clinical data

Age

20–29 yr 1 (100) 0 (0) 0.31

30–39 yr 4 (80) 1 (20)

40–49 yr 15 (71) 6 (29)

50–59 yr 21 (84) 4 (16)

60–69 yr 16 (100) 0 (0)

70–49 yr 1 (100) 0 (0)

Age; approaching age close relative died of PC

0–5 yr 18 (90) 2 (10) 0.40

5 yr 25 (86) 4 (14)

No first-degree relative with PC 15 (75) 5 (25)

Gender

Female 29 (78) 8 (22) 0.17

Male 29 (91) 3 (9)

Level of education

Primary school 8 (80) 2 (20) 0.93

High school 27 (85) 5 (16)

College/university 23 (85) 4 (15)

Marital status

Married/common-law 50 (86) 8 (14) 0.26

Single/divorced/separated 8 (73) 3 (27)

Offspring

Yes 51 (82) 11 (18) 0.22

No 7 (100) 0 (0)

Mutation status

Carrier PC-associated gene mutation 32 (84) 6 (16) 0.97

No underlying gene-mutation 26 (84) 5 (16)

Personal history of cancer

Yes 15 (75) 5 (25) 0.19

No 43 (88) 6 (12)

Family history of cancer (first degree)

Yes: one or more 40 (87) 6 (13) 0.35

No 18 (78) 5 (22)

Family history of cancer (total: 1st–3rd degree)

Yes: one or more 57 (84) 11 (16) 0.66

No 1 (100) 0 (0)

(Continued)
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Table 5 Continued

HADS anxiety: low
(N � 58), N (%)

HADS anxiety: moderate-high
(N � 11), N (%) P

Family history of PC (first degree)

Yes: one or more 44 (88) 6 (12) 0.15

No 14 (74) 5 (26)

Family history of PC (total: 1st–3rd degree)

Yes: one or more 50 (86) 8 (14) 0.26

No 8 (73) 3 (27)

Surveillance result

Normal test result 34 (81) 8 (19) 0.84

Abnormality without further consequences 19 (90) 2 (11)

Interval-EUS because of positive test result 4 (83) 1 (17)

Abnormality; surgery 1 (100) 0 (0)

Experiences surveillance methods

MRI experiences (n � 65; 1 missing and 3 did
not undergo MRI)

Not to slightly uncomfortable 48 (87) 7 (13) 0.16

Very to extremely uncomfortable 7 (70) 3 (30)

EUS-experiences (n � 68; 1 missing)

Not to slightly uncomfortable 50 (86) 8 (14) 0.20

Very to extremely uncomfortable 7 (70) 3 (30)

Worrying about/dreading follow-up investigations

MRI (n � 69)

Not at all to a little 54 (87) 8 (13) 0.04

Much to very much 4 (57) 3 (43)

EUS (n � 69)

Not at all to a little 53 (87) 8 (13) 0.08

Much to very much 5 (63) 3 (38)

Risk perception (n � 69)

Chance of getting cancer compared with
general population

Lower risk 4 (100) 0 (0) 0.63

Same risk 7 (88) 1 (13)

Slightly tot extremely elevated risk 47 (84) 10 (16)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

Chance of getting cancer with regular
surveillance (0–100)

32 (28) 37 (29) 0.62
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